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Abstract 
A sequence over an alphabet Z is called disjunctirr if it contains all possible finite strings 
over .Z as its substrings. Disjunctive sequences have been recently studied in various contexts. 
They abound in both category and measure senses. In this paper we measure the complexity of a 
sequence x by the complexity of the language P(x) consisting of all prefixes of x. The languages 
P(x) associated to disjunctive sequences can be arbitrarily complex. We show that for some 
disjunctive numbers x the language P(x) is context-sensitive, but no language P(x) associated 
to a disjunctive number can be context-free. We also show that computing a disjunctive number 
x by rationals corresponding to an infinite subset of P(x) does not decrease the complexity of 
the procedure, i.e. if x is disjunctive, then P(x) does not have an infinite context-free subset. 
This result reinforces, in a way, Chaitin’s thesis (1969) according to which pwfcct sets, i.e. 
sets for which there is no way to compute infinitely many of its members essentially better 
(simpler/quicker) than computing the whole set, do exist. Finally we prove the existence of the 
following language-theoretic omplexity gap: There is no x E 2“” such that P(x) is context-free 
but not regular. If S(X), the set of all finite substrings of a sequence x E I”‘, is slender. then the 
set of all prefixes of x is regular, that is P(x) is regular if and only if S(x) is slender. 62 1997 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let C be a finite set and denote by C* and C”‘. respectively, the sets of all (finite) 
strings and (one-way infinite) sequences over C. 
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For x in 2”’ we define the following two sets: 
S(X) = {U E c* 1 x = wy, v E c*, y E .P}, 
and 
P(X) = {U E C” 1 x = uy, y E .P}, 
that is, S(x) is the set of all finite substrings of x, and P(x) is the set of all finite 
prefixes of x. 
For a language L C C* define 
Sf(L) = {vEz* 1 UVWEL, U,WEC*}. 
Note that St is similar to S, but for languages of finite strings rather than for infinite 
sequences. Similarly, we define 
P,r(L)= {UEZ:* 1 UWEL, WEC”}. 
For a finite string u E I*, Iz/ denotes the length of U. For a language L C: C*, card(L) 
denotes the cardinality of L. The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 1. For each x E I”‘, S(x) = Sr(P(x)). 
For every language L C C* define the density function DL by DL(n) = card(L n En), 
where C” denotes the set of all strings of length n over C. If a language L has a 
constant density, i.e., DL = O(l), then it is called a slender language, which was 
termed in [l]. The following results have been proven in [14]. 
Lemma 2. A regular Iunyuaye R over C has u density O(n”), k 3 0, ij” and only if R 
can be represented us a jinite union of reyulur expressions of the followiny form, 
xyrzl ” y:z,, 
\ijhere x, yl ,zl , . . , y,,zr~C* undO<tdk+l. 
Lemma 3. Let R be u regulur lunyuuye und R’ = Sf-(R). Then DR(n) = O(nk ) if’ and 
only {j’D~l(n) = O(n”), for some integer k > 0. 
Several of the subsequent proofs depend on the following result, which has been 
proved in [lo] (see also [15]). 
Lemma 4. Let L C C* be a context-free lanyuuge. Then L is slender, i.e., DL(n) = 
0( 1 ), fund only if’L can be described us a Jinite union of the languages of the jorm, 
{u~z~~u~u~u~ I i 3 0}, 
for some nI,u2,n3,n4,n5 EC*. 
2. How complex are disjunctive sequences? 
A sequcncc x t ZY” is rhjuncriw [ 1 I] provided it contains all possible finite strin_rs 
Over z as its substrmgs, i.e. S(x) = L*. 
The complexity of a sequence x will be measured by the complexity of the language 
P(s) consisting of all prefixes of x. At the top, languages P(s) can be non-recursive 
(even random ). recursive, but arbitrarily complex: at the bottom, these languages can 
he context-sensitive, but not context-free. 
Non-recursive disjunctive sequences have been constructed in [I I]. Chaitin’s Omcpa 
Number (71 is Bore1 normal in any base and, therefore. disjunctive in any base. More 
generally. hv Thcorcm 3.6 in t-11. every random sequence is Bore1 normal and. hcncr, 
dis_junctive. All these sequences arc non-recursive; they form a class of measure one [a]. 
I Iming disposed of the non-recursive case we turn our attention to rccursrve dis_junc- 
tivc scqucnccs. First we rely on Rabin’s Theorem (see, for instance, Thcorcm 3.5 in 
121) to construct arbitrarily complex recursive disjunctive sequences: For cv ery 13lum 
space ((pi. @, ) and for every recursive function B. a two-valued recursive function /. 
can ell’ectivcly constructed such that for every (pi = f’. @,(/I) > H(rj ). fat- almost all /I. 
Proof. Consider a primitive recursive enumeration c of all non-empty strings ov’cr 2‘ 
and a recursive function B mapping positive integers into positive integers. Fix tvvo 
letters. say ~1.~2 in Z, and let ,f’ be a recursive function mapping positive integers 
into { cq. 02) such that for every cp, -= ,f’. @,(/I) > 2&n), for almost all 17. Construct 
the sequence s = ,f’(l)~(l).f’(2)c^(2)-.. f‘(ll)c(/7).... Clearly. S(X) = 1~. If X(/I) is 
the prefix of length 17 of X, then 
where t//(11’) returns the last letter of the string II’. Obviously. P(X) is more co~nl~lcx 
than R. [ -1 
A recursiv~e disjunctive sequence can be constructed by concatenating, in some rccur- 
sivc order, all strings over a fixed alphabet. This construction raises a question: What 
is the “complexity” of such a sequence ? In what follows. we measure the complexity 
of a sequence s by the complexity of the language P(X). We prove that the language 
associated to the sequence consisting of all strings over the binary alphabet arranged 
in quasi-lexicographical order is context-sensitive and show that this complexity is the 
best possible we can obtain. 
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Proof. The following construction can be carried out for an alphabet of any size; for 
simplicity we will work with the binary alphabet C = (0, 1). Let x = xix2x3x4 . I , 
where xi = 0, x2 = 1, x3 = 00, x4 = 01, . . . are all binary strings arranged in quasi- 
lexicographical order. Clearly, S(x) = C*. To prove that P(x) is context-sensitive we 
will construct a deterministic linear-bounded automaton2 ~2 which accepts P(x). The 
automaton has two tapes: a read-only input tape and a work tape. Initially, the input 
tape contains the input string with # and $ at the left end and the right end, respectively. 
Then LX? generates the strings x1,x2,x3,x4,. .,x,, . . ., one by one, on its work tape. At 
the same time, d checks whether the input is a catenation of xi ,x~,x~,xJ, . . . ,x,- 1 
and a prefix of x,, for some integer n 2 1. If the above condition is fulfilled, then ~2 
accepts; otherwise, it rejects. 
Here is a formal definition of the automaton & = (Q, C, r, 6, qo, B, #, $,F): 
Q = {qo,ql,q2,a,q4,f) is the set of states; 
C = (0, 1) is the input alphabet; 
r = C U {B, #, $, #} is the tape alphabet; 
q. E Q is the initial state; 
BE r is the blank symbol; 
F = {f} is the set of accepting states; 
the transition function 6 : Q x r x r + Q x r x D x D is denoted by 6(p, Cl, Cl) = 
(q, C&D,, D2), where p is the current state, Ci is the symbol currently read by the head 
of the input tape and C2 is the one by the head of the work tape, q is the next state, 
Ci is the symbol written on the work tape, and D,, 02 are the moving directions of the 
input head and the work head, respectively, D,, 02 E {L (left), R (right), 1. (no move)}. 
The function 6 is defined as follows: 
&qo,#,B) = (qo,#,RW, &qo,W = f, 
&qo,O,B) = (ql,O,AR), &q1,0,B) = (qz,O,U), 
&q2JJ) = (q2,XR,L), S(q2,Z Y) = reject, if X # Y, 
~(q2,X) = f > &qz,x,#) = (q3,#,AW, 
~(q3,XO) = (q4,l,AW, &93,X 1) = (q3,0,AW, 
&q3,X,W = (q4,0, AN, &q4,x1 y> = (q3, K AR), 
&q4,XW = (q2>B, ALI, 
where X, Y E (0, 1). All undefined transitions result in rejection. 0 
Corollary 7. There exist infinitely many disjunctive sequences x E C’“’ such that P(x) 
is context-sensitive. 
2The automaton constructed in the proof actually uses only logarithmic space. 
c. 
Proof. Consider 
y(i) = x;xj+ , . ‘) 
context-sensitive 
Theorem 8. For 
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the sequence of strings (x;);~ 1 used in the proof of Theorem 6. Let 
i > 1. Clearly, for all i > 1, S(y(i)) = C” and P(y(i)) is deterministic 
by virtue of a proof similar to that of Theorem 6. 0 
evruq, sequence x E Z”‘, iJ’P(x) is regular, then S(x) is regular. und 
both of’ them ure slender; more precisely, 
Proof. Let x E C”‘. By Lemma 1, S(x) = S,f(P(x)); hence, if P(x) is regular, then 
S(X) is also regular. Clearly, Dpcxj(n) = 1, for all integer n 3 0. So, by Lemma 2, 
&c.r,(n) = O(1). 
Theorem 9. For every sequence x E C’“, !f P(x) is context-jree, then S(x) is context- 
free, and 
~,(x)(n) = 1 and L&,(n) = O(n). 
Proof. Let x E C’” such that P(x) is context-free. By Lemma 1, S(x) = S,(P(x)). 
Then it is clear that since P(x) is context-free, then S(x) is also context-free. Again, 
DpcX,(n) = 1. By Lemma 4, P(x) can be described as a finite union of terms of the 
form uc’wx’~‘, i.e., 
for some integer constant k > 0. Let R be the regular language 
Clearly, P(X) c R and, thus, Sf(P(x)) cS.r(R). By Lemma 3, DR(n) = O(n). Thus, 
&,(R)(n) = O(n), by Theorem 7 in [14]. Finally, &+1(n) = O(n) as S(x) = 
S/V(x)) c S,(R). 
Corollary 10. For every disjunctive sequence x E Z”‘, card(C) 3 2, P(x) is not contract- 
,j;ee. 
Proof. Let x be in C” such that S(x) = C*. Assume that P(x) is context-free. By 
Theorem 9, L&,(n) = O(n). But, Dz*(n) = card(Y) is exponential. So, S(x) # .Y, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 11. If x E C” is disjunctive, card(C) > 2, then P(x) contains no infinite 
context-free language. 
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Proof. Let P’ be an infinite subset of P(x). It is clear that P(x) is the set of all 
prefixes of P’. If P’ would be context-free, then it is easy to show that P(x) itself 
would be context-free, which contradicts Corollary 10. 0 
Let x E [0, l] be such that its &expansion is disjunctive. The sequence of rationals 
Y - 0.~~~2.. x, converges to x. Consider now a function f, from positive integers n- 
to positive integers, with an infinite range. The sequence {~.f(~)}~ is still convergent 
to x, and by Corollary 10, computing the approximations {~,f(~)} is as difficult as 
computing the approximations {m}. This is another example supporting Chaitin’s thesis 
[6] concerning perjkct sets. 
3. A language-theoretic complexity gap and others 
In this section we show that there is no x E C” such that P(x) is context-free and not 
regular. Some of the results in the previous section can be proved immediately using 
this result. However, we keep those direct proofs because we feel they are simple and 
interesting by themselves. 
We conclude this section by showing that if the set of all finite substrings of a 
sequence x E C” is slender, then the set of all prefixes of x is regular. In view of 
Theorem 8 it follows that, for any x E C’“, P(x) is regular if and only if S(X) is 
slender. 
The next theorem has been proved in [ 121. 
Theorem 12. Let x E C”. If P(x) is context-free, then P(x) is regular. 
We prove the following result. 
Theorem 13. For any x E C”, ifs(x) is slender, i.e., DscX,(n) = O(l), then P(x) is 
regular. 
Proof. Let x E C” such that Dscx,(n) < c, for some constant c > 0. Assume that P(x) 
is not regular. Let &tx) be the right-invariant relation defined for all U, v E C”, by 
(u, v) E Qx) if for any w E C*, uw E P(x) if and only if VW E P(x). Denote by [u] 
the equivalence class of &Q) that contains U. By the Myhill-Nerode Theorem [9], 
P(x) contains words from infinitely many equivalence classes of R,+). Let U = 
{4,U2,.~., u,}, for some t > c, such that [ui] # [Uj], for each pair ui, Uj E U and 
i # j. Note that for each Ui, 1 < i < t, th ere is exactly one word v for each length n 
such that U,V E P(x). Denote by vi”’ the word of length n such that u~$) E P(x). 
Let ml be the smallest integer such that v:.~‘) # $I’, for some j, k E { 1,. . , t}. If 
all vim’), 1 < i < t, a re pairwise distinct, then we have t different words of length mi 
in S(x). Since t > c, this is a contradiction. Otherwise, there exist j’ and k’ such that 
v”” = $I’. Then there exists m2 > ml such that v$“~) # r$“‘. Note that it is clear 
J’ 
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that rj”“) # t\y2) since o,;!‘~ ) # cy’ ) and rn2 > ml. By repeating this process for at 
most t - 1 times, we can obtain an integer nz such that the strings c:“‘), I < i < t are 
pairwise distinct. Therefore, there are at least t distinct words of length m in S(x). 
This is a contradiction. 0 
Due to Theorems 8 and 13, we have the following two corollaries: 
Corollary 14. Lrt x E C”‘. Then P(x) is regular y’ und onl~~ [/‘S(x) is .slmder. i.r.. 
&x) = O( 1 1. 
Corollary 15. For uny x E C’“, the density ftinction of S(x) is not hounded hJ> II 
constant fund only [f P(x) is not contextTfree. 
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